
 Festa is the only platform for on-line party games. 
Make video conferencing fun again!



Party games are the most popular and in demand category of
board and card games

It is often difficult for a group of friends to all get together; today  there
are a lot of intricate ways to play these games remotely. But they are
not centralized and, in general, not very convenient.

Party games go digital

Friends in quarantine play the wonderful “Just One” and other 
 games remotely

Existing applications designed to solve similar problems
have  limited functionality and a very small selection of
available games.



On any device



Fully automated - the system determines player turns, shows
tasks, and if necessary - starts a timer and awards victory points.

Tasks only - players control the game and have access to tasks or
other prepared game content. The system will ensure that tasks
are not repeated whenever possible.

The games in the catalog are divided into three
categories:

Sandbox - in this mode, players have full
freedom to use all available tools. This is an
opportunity to play your own game, play by
house rules and use your own tasks,
adapted to the play style of your group.

Quick start. Watch a short video with the
game rules and start the game.



Almost any game where the host has
certain information and needs to

convey it to other players.

What types of games are supported by Festa

Games where communication /
dialogue between players is the

most important aspect of the game.

Quizzes with open and closed
variants of  answers



Games with hidden roles, intrigue
and secret voting...

What types of games are supported by Festa
 



Role-playing and storytelling games, escape
room games and multiplayer puzzles.

 

What types of games are supported by Festa
 



The Festa economic model is based on selling “game sessions” - access to a private game lobby
for 72 hours for a company of up to 6 people. You can buy both one-time access or have a
monthly subscription with many “game sessions” at a discounted price.

We will pay 50% of our revenue to publishers in proportion to the amount of time users spend
playing games of all publishers.

Income: payments of users minus commissions of payment systems and taxes, as well as a
subtracted share of expenses for the technological provider of video communications -
VoxImplant

The integration of games on the platform is carried out by us free of charge. For the most
promising games, we also do full automation ourselves. And later, special tools for self publishing
will be created.

In the game catalog for all the products there will be links to the publisher's website, as well as the
ability to purchase a physical version of the game. We are planning a large-scale promotion of
both the system as a whole and the games of our partners.

Business model and working with publishers

Party games go digital



Festa was created by the same team behind Tabletopia, the leading 3D
digital board game virtualization platform.

Tabletopia features thousands of players with subscription based access
to over 1,500 board games created by publishers world wide.

Who is behind Festa?

Party games go digital

tabletopia.com

http://www.tabletopia.com/


tim@festa.games

Contacts

CEO, Co-Founder
Timofey Bokarev

http://festa.games/

